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Abst rac t - -We estimate the common probability density function of n i.i.d, observations ata fixed 
point, valued in an infinite-dimensional Banach space. A kernel estimator is proposed. Convergence 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, X1, X2 , . . . ,  X~) be independent identically distributed E-valued random vectors, where E 
is an infinite-dimensional separable Banach space, for example, the space of continuous function 
over [0, 1]. This work is related to the probability density estimation of X. 
The problem of estimating the density function of an unknown distribution has been treated 
extensively, for variables with values in a finite-dimensional space, particularly ]~d, the densities 
considered are usually defined with respect to Lebesgue's measure. Since Lebesgue's measure 
does not exist in infinite dimension, the properties of our dominated measure become "original". 
However, a significant proportion of papers on the theory of stochastic processes has been 
devoted to the investigation of questions of the absolute continuity of probability measures in 
function spaces. For example, Lipster and Shiryayev [1] gave necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions for the absolute continuity and equivalence between a Wiener measure and the probability 
distribution of a diffusion process. 
These questions in infinite dimension are particularly interesting, at once for the fundamental 
problems they formulate, see [2], but also for many concrete applications they may allow, see [3]. 
This subject of research has received an increasing amount  of attention in the last years, see [4-8] 
and the references therein. Problems involving density estimation of a random variable taking 
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values in a space with eventually infinite dimension have been studied. For example, Geffroy [9] 
and Jacob and Oliveira [10] considered estimating the density of X, when E is a separable metric 
space. They used the histogram. To the best of our knowledge, only these works exist in the 
literature. 
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes our estimator and establishes its 
convergence in mean square. Section 3 is devoted to application of diffusion process, and a rate 
of convergence is derived. Finally, the proofs are given in the last section. 
2. PRESENTATION AND CONSISTENCY OF THE EST IMATOR 
Let B be the a-algebra of Borel sets on E, we assume that X has a density f with respect o a 
a-finite and diffuse measure # on (E, B), such that 0 < #(A) < c~, for every opened ball A C E. 
Let X1, X2 , . . . ,  Xn be a sample drawn from f.  In the sequel, # is the measure defined above. We 
shall denote by E/(.)  and V/(.) the expectation and the variance calculated under the condition 
that underlying random elements follow the density f .  
Let B x be the closed ball of center x and radius r~, I is the indicator function. The naive 
kernel estimate is defined as follows: 
n 
1 ~-~I (X~EB x , 
- n .  ( to )  
B--------~-- ~)  (1) 
where (r~)~ is a sequence of positive real numbers atisfying 
B • lim r~ = 0 and lim n# (~)  = +oc. (2) 
This estimate is an adaptation of the one of Rosenblatt [11] to the case where the random vari- 
able X is valued in an infinite-dimensional Banach space. Such estimators give new perspectives 
in many applications where the random vector X is valued in a functionM space. The main dif- 
ferences between this case and the classical one, where E = ]~, d > 1, are the use of the norm ][.[] 
in order to calculate the distance between two elements of E and the properties of the dominated 
measure # which is different from the Lebesgue measure, see [12, p. 1]. The integral used in the 
sequel is a Bochner integral. 
We establish in the theorem below sufficient properties of convergence of fn(x) to f (x )  in mean 
square. 
THEOREM 1. I f  f is continuous at x C E, then conditions (2) imply that 
lim E f  (f~(x) - f(x))  2 = 0. 
n- -o2r~ 
Unfortunately, we do not have an explicit expression of # (B~X) in the general case, so we cannot 
minimize the mean square error in order to have a rate of convergence. Therefore, in the case 
where f is the density of a process of diffusion type with respect o Wiener measure, we can have 
an asymptotic expression of #(B~) .  
3. APPL ICAT ION TO D IFFUSION PROCESS 
Let (fl, 3, P)  be a probability space, F = (3t, 0 < t < 1) be a nondecreasing family of sub-a- 
algebras, and w = (wt,3t)  be a standard Wiener process. Let (C0[0, 1],5/) denote the space of 
continuous real functions 
= (x(t), 0 < t < 1, x(0) = 0), 
endowed with the uniform topology 5/induced by the following norm: 
Ilxll---- sup Ix(t)l . 
te[o,1] 
Also let a -a lgebraB =a{x  :x(s) ,  s <_ 1}; andBt  = a{x :x(s) ,  s <_ t}. F%trther, let vbea  
B [0,1] × B-measurable functional (B [o,1] is the a-algebra of Borel sets on [0,1]), and B t-measurable 
for each 0 < t < 1, that is nonanticipative. 
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DEFINITION i. (See [I].) A continuous random process ~ = (~t, ~t) defined on (f~, ~, P) is called 
a process of diffusion type if there exists a measurable and nonanticipative functional 7 such that 
{/o' } P I~/(t,~)l dt < ee = 1, (3) 
where ~/(t, ~) = 7(t, ~(co)), ~(w) = (~t, ~t, 0 < t < 1) and for each 0 < t < 1 
= ds + (P--a.s.) .  (4) 
Then, according to [1] the condition 
(2 ) P 72(t,~)dt < oo = 1 
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of the density of ( with respect to Wiener measure 
# = P~ associated with the Wiener process w = (w(t), 0 < t < 1, w(0) = 0). In fact, this density 
is 
1 1 
f(~) = exp [/1-/(t,~)d~t - -~ / 7~(t,~)dt I . (5) 
In this paragraph, let (X = ~,X1, X2, . . .  ,X,~) be independent identically distributed E = 
C0[0, 1]-valued random processes of diffusion type. 
This paragraph is related to the estimation of the probabil ity density f of X with respect o 
Wiener measure P~.  To our knowledge this estimation problem has not received attention in the 
literature, only the recent work of [4] exists. In this paper, we denote by w the standard Wiener 
process. 
LetXI ,X2,  X~ be a sample drawn from f.  Le tB  x be the closed ball of eenter x E C0[0,1] 
• ' ' ~ Tn  
and radius rn, I the indicator function. The naive kernel estimate of f is 
1 ~ BZ f.(x) = np ~ (Bxr~) ~= ± (X, e ~.) , (6) 
We need to bound the Wiener measure of the closed ball, P~(B ~ ~ in order to obtain a bound \ ? 'n  / 
of the quadratic error depending only on r ,  and x. For this purpose, let 
{ x 6 C0[O,I] :j/f is absolutely continuous and } i  
So = (x'(t)) 2 dt < co, . (7) 
with x ~ dx 
dt 
REMARK 1. The following inequalities hold, for all x E So, r > 0: 
( 1 /1  ) 
exp -~ (x'(t)) 2 dt pw (B o) < p~ (B~) <_ Pw (B°r), (8) 
see Lemma 5 of [13]. We have by Borell [14] that, for all x E Co[0, 1], 
P~ (B~) <_ pw (BO) . (9) 
It is well known, see for example [15], that 
P~ (B °) : lira = 1 and pw (B °) exp 
~-~0 (4/7r) exp (--Tr2/8r 2) 
If we are willing to assume sufficient smoothness of the density, then we can obtain a rate of 
convergence in mean square, by using (8) and (10). Suppose that f is differentiable at x, and let 
Df~ be the differential of f at x, IIDf~]]~ the linear norm of the operator Df~ defined as follows: 
[Dfx(y)l I[Df~ll, = sup - -  
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COROLLARY 2. I f  f is differentiable at x E So, and r~ = 1/c ov/I-o-~, with ~r2c2/8 < 1, we get 
l imsup logn(E( f~(x) - f (x ) )  2) < IlDf~]l~ (11) 
n-*+~ -- C 2 
REMARK 2. It is easy to see that one can find this rate for following kernel estimates: 
1 ~ ( I IX r~ x i , )  = B~ K (12) 
where 
a 2./{IuI_<l} __< g( l t )  < c 1 /{]u]<__l}, Cl > c2 > 0, u E R. (13) 
REMARK 3. 
(1) The rate of convergence in Corollary 2 is not achievable by lower bound for our kernel 
estimate f,~ because we do not have a lower bound for quadratic error. 
(2) We remark that f~(x) can be interpreted as an estimate of the density of Yi = IiXi - xiI, 
with respect to F = #([I I]) -~, at 0. If we assume that F is absolutely continuous with 
respect o the Lebesgue measure A on ]~ (see [16]), it may be possible to deduce better rates 
either by restricting So or by considering higher-order kernels. We project to investigate 
this question. 
REMARK 4. The main advantage of using the naive kernel estimate is the fact that we do not 
need to use the boundedness of the density f which is often not bounded. 
If x 6 So, (8) and (10) allow us to say that the conditions 
lim r~ = 0 and lim nP ~ (B~)  = oo, 
which give convergence in mean square of our estimator above, are equivalent o 
7[ 2 
lim r , ,=0  and 0< lim - -  <1.  
n--,~ ,~-*+~ 8r~ log n 
4. PROOFS OF  THE THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Concerning the bias we have for all x E E 
1 /B f (x )  1 /B ' f (Y ) - f (x ) ld t t (Y ) "  I Es (A(x ) )  - / (x ) l  - , B--- ~ f (y )d t t (y ) -  <- #(Br-- ~ ,% 
Since f is continuous at x, for all e > O, there is 5~ > 0 such that 
Ily - xll < ~ I f (y )  - f (x ) [  < e.  
The condition r~ --* 0 is equivalent o: for all e' > 0 there exists n~, such that for all n > n~,, 
0 < rn  < e'. 
Let e' = 5~, then, for all e > 0 there exists n~ such that, for all n >_ n~ and all y 6 Br%, we have 
Ily - xll -~ r~ < 5~, and this implies that 
1/o If(Y) - f(x)[ < e ~ B--- ~ If(Y) - f (x)t  d#(y) ~_ e. 
Then we deduce that lim,~--,+o~ E](f~(x)) - f (x)  = O. 
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Concerning the variance, we have the following expression, for all x E E: 
Is f(Y)dtt(Y) 
y:(f~(x)) : ~ _ E~(f~(x)) 
~(.(B~o)) ~
fB f (v)d~(y)  < ~ = E:(y~(x)) 
- -  B x n (# (B~,,)) 2 n#(~,~) 
If rn ~ 0 and n#(B~)  --~ +eo, then Vf( fn(x) )  ~ 0 as n --~ +~.  This  ends the proof. | 
I f  we are wil l ing to assume sufficient smoothness of the density, then we can obta in  asymptot ic  
formulae for the quadrat ic  error. Let An(x)  = Ef [ f~(x)  - f (x)]  2 be the quadrat ic  error at a 
point  x E E .  
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2. Let us show first that  for x E C0[0, 1], 
An(x) ~ r~ 2 IIDAII~ + B ~ + o rn  2 + B ~ . nP~" (r,,) nP~" (,,~) 
By a Taylor formula we get 
]Ey(f~(x)) - f(x)[ < rn liDAI[~ + o(rn), x e C0[0, 1]. 
Concerning the variance, we  show that we  can have an asymptotic expression. We get 
v:(f,,(x)) _ B~ + 0 nP ~ ( ,~)  
by the proof of Theorem 1. Thus, we have 
f (x )  ~ BX l im E: ( f~(x) )  - f (x )  = O, lira V:(f~(x)) ~p=~:~) ] ~P~ (~)  - -~+~ 
because r~ --* 0 implies that the bias Ef(f~(x)) -f(x) converges to zero as n -~ +~.  Result (14) 
is a direct consequence of the two results above. 
Let b~ = exp( - (1 /2) f01(x ' ( t ) )  2 dr). If x e So then (8) holds for all rn > 0 and we can bound 
An(x) 
An(x)<r~2llDAll~+~f(X) lBo + o (r~ 2 1 )  
- 4b~ nP  TM ( r~)  + nPW ( r~)  BO " 
Now if we set r~ = 1/c~,  (10) allows us to write that  
A.(x) ~ - -  [IDAII~ 
c 2 log n 
(1 ) --~ 7rf(X) n-l+(Tr2c2/8)(l+°(1)) + 0 ~ogn + n-1+(~2c2/8)(1+°(1)) 
4b~ 
This ends the proof. | 
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